




Legend

Battle
Draw a battle card. 

You may engage according to the battle rules. 
You gain the glory listed on the card if you win 
the battle & the card’s victory score is greater 
than your current glory. At first, all battles earn 
you glory. Eventually, you have to seek out harder 

fights or hope to draw a dragon.

Blank
Nothing happens.

Castle
Regain all lost health. 

You may buy any number of face up goods above 
the board. When you do, replace them 1 at a time. 
You can buy goods at the start or end of your turn.

Fate
Draw a fate card.

Follow the unique instructions on the card. Keep 
all fate cards you draw; every 4 you collect, draw 

an ability card.

Haven
Regain up to 2 health.

You may draw the closest lair card, but you cannot 
engage it.

Lair
Draw the card under the lair, but do not reveal 
it unless you engage. It will be a particularly 
fearsome monster. If you engage and defeat it, 
gain 5 glory and turn the lair card face up. Only 1 

player can defeat each lair.

Preparation: if you correctly name a lair before 
drawing it, you gain a +1 strike bonus to use on 

any 1 roll in the subsequent battle.

Town
Draw the quest card under the town, but do not 
reveal it unless you have completed it. If you are 
the first to complete the task on a quest card, 
when you return to it’s town of origin you gain 3 
glory and 3 coins. Turn the quest card face up. A 
second player may complete it for 1 glory and 2 
coins. After a quest is completed for the second 
time, remove it from the game. You cannot start 
a quest before seeing it, unless it says otherwise.
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